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TECHNICAL DATA

PEGACRIL WG 17 GLUE

Pegacril WG17 is a spatulaable glue in mastic form, ideal for gluing  Vitroflex Wallguard PC sheets.

CHARACTERISTICS

It has an excellent adhesion on wood, concrete, tiles, metal, etc., as it is a product that polymerizes due 
to the ambience humidity and the support.

APPLICATION AREAS

Its special formulation makes it to be applied with a serrated spatula, compensating the small 
inequalities of the substrate.

APPLICATION SYSTEM

We will apply a uniform layer on the wall with serrated spatula and we will put the Vitroflex Wallguard 
sheet, with a light manual pressure.
We recommend one hour to touch it , its drying depends on the humidity.
The approximate consumption, depending on the support will go from 800 to 1200 g / m2

Security advises:

Do not eat.
S2: Keep out of reach of children
S23: Do not breathe vapors, aerosols.
S24 / 25: Avoid contact with eyes and skin.
S30: Do not mix with water
Industrial product. Professional use
Manufactured in CE.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS – PEGACRIL WG 17 GLUE

Properties Value Unit  

Technical data

Appearance: viscous paste.
Color: oak
Viscosity: 50000  Mpa.s
Density: 1.30  g / ml
Resistance to rupture: 2 Mpa
Thermal resistance: -20ºC - + 60 ºC
Shore A hardness: 50
Elongation at break: :> 500 %
Setting speed: 2mm / 24h  at 23ºCi 50% RH

The properties described here are typical values of the material. Polimer Tecnic is not responsible for the materials of a specific consignment to exactly match the given values, being able to carry out tests of that heading. The 
above information is based on our experience and is given in good faith. Due to some installation and processing factors that are beyond our knowledge and control, no guarantee is given regarding such information.


